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What an absolute THRILL to watch Ambassador McFaul
@mcfaul dropping bombs at today's Select Committee on
Intelligence today. If you enjoy watching video: here is a
link.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/N98ePZP0Uy8

. I like to read, so I am going to THREAD below.

Before I get to that. I have never seen any member of Congress stare down another

like Schiff does here. And I can't ever recall someone saying "corrupt" as pointedly as

this. Schiff isn't joking.

Schiff Stare Down
Schiff Stare Down

https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4788840/schiff-stare

Amb McFaul was on the US National Security Council and served as ambassador to
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Russia from 2012 to 2014. Professor PoliSci, Stanford, Director of Center on

Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law. Massively qualified to give opinion on

RU and first hand observer of Putinism.

His particular topic today: "Putin’s Playbook: The Kremlin’s Use of Oligarchs, Money

and Intelligence in 2016 and Beyond." Giving this testimony in front of Nunes is

about as big an FU as is imaginable among DC types in public hearing.

He starts: "for at least a decade now, Russian president Vladimir Putin has been 

waging a new ideological struggle, first at home, and then against the West more

generally, and the United States in particular." Putin says its conservatism v

liberalism. BS, says McFaul.

McFaul: The contest is "between autocracy, corruption, state 

domination of the economy, and indifference to international norms versus

democracy, rule of law, free markets, and respect for international law." Putin is

against everything that "conservatives" claim to be for

McFaul: "At home, Putin has eroded checks and balances on executive power,

undermined the autonomy of political actors, regional governments, the media, and

non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and strengthened state ownership

throughout the Russian economy."

At home and abroad, Putin uses: "traditional media, social media, the weaponization

of intelligence (doxing), financial support for allies, business deals for political aims,

and even the deployment of coercive actors abroad, including soldiers, mercenaries,

and assassins."

ME: Americans have never before been attacked through traditional media, social

media, doxxing, RU financing opposition; and open business deals to support

political aims like we have in the time of Trump. And this attack rages on right now.

McFaul: "it is important to underscore that crony capitalism, property rights

provided by the state, bribery, and corruption constitute only a few of many 

mechanisms used by Putin in his domestic authority and foreign policy abroad." This

is EXACTLY what the GOP is for now

McFaul: When Putin first came to power, " first seized control of Russian national

television networks, wrestling ownership of two national networks, ORT and NTV,

from two “oligarchs” – Boris Berezovsky and Vladimir Gusinsky – and placing

control in the hands of loyalists.

He has tightened controls since by outlawing demonstrations, arresting opposition

leaders, pushing out independent media, criminalizing receipt of foreign funds,

blocking websites, and making ANY criticism of the government illegal. SERIOUSLY,

THIS IS WHAT THE GOP IS NOW

Putin controls the oligarchs by arresting them and suing them if they fail to support.

Putin loyalists run all the largest oil and gas companies, the military industrial

complex, the railroads, the largest banks. Owners and managers are solely loyal to

Putin, not RU



Putin has vastly increased state control of the economy. In 2003, 30 percent of

economy was in state hands, it was as high as 55% in 2015. Putin takes company

assets by accusing of tax fraud, arresting CEOs, trumping charges and, where needed,

murder.

Putin rewards loyalty because "Putin chooses who gets to be 

rich. Those chosen, in turn, remain completely dependent on Putin and his inner

circle for their fortunes. By handing out lucrative contracts, valuable companies, and

opportunities for corruption" Putin ensures loyalty

Putin is now using the tools he used to gain domestic control to try to weaken his

enemies in the West, including the US. Tools include: massive investment in

international media and the creation of Russia Today, supposedly the most watched

news on Youtube. Sputnik, as well.

Putin also sets up proxies, fake organizations, fake identities and bots. That's what

Mueller's Internet Research Agency indictment was about. Those Russians posed as

Americans and sowed discourse wherever possible.

Putin ALSO GIVES OUT CASH to political parties, religious groups, politicians. He

cultivates relationships - like Yanukovich (who Manafort worked for), Marine Le Pen,

Orban, Nigel Farage... HE DOESN'T MENTION TRUMP, BUT HE MIGHT AS WELL.

RU companies make deals to establish increased leverage and influence within these

countries. The use of these economic incentives and operations can be highly

cooperative and coercive, as laundering money, for example, can be lucrative for

partnering entities in the West

If you dig this kind of thing ... give me a follow. If you don't, follow my band

@dirkandthetruth - they're mostly harmless.

RU companies, like "Gazprom, for instance, do not seek to 

maximize profits for its shareholders; its mission is to instead advance the Kremlin’s

foreign policy interests throughout the world, but especially in Europe."

HE GOES THERE, NRA "before the 2016 presidential election, Putin already had

devoted significant resources to courting ideological allies in the United States, be it

through engagement with evangelical religious organizations, the National Rifle

Association, or alt-right."

McFaul notes FIVE modes of attack on the 2016 election: (1) the theft and publication

of damaging materials from the Democratic National Committee and Clinton

campaign chair, John Podesta; (2) active media campaigns run by RT and Sputnik in

favor of Trump;

(3) social media operations, including fake accounts, and purchases of

advertisements; (4) the offer of compromising materials on Clinton to the Trump

campaign; and (5) penetration into the electoral infrastructure in twenty-one states.

CONTRAST TO THE BARR LETTER, which only notes 2 modes of attack: Emails

and the IRA Meme campaign.

So, All of this CRAZY SHIT that is happening in the United States since 2016 ... its
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just all the normal Putin playbook. Trump would like to do it all, but he's incredibly

lazy and distractable. The oligarchs are paying fealty and the news organizations

owned

But there is fight left. We can still get to the truth. The Rule of Law holds. Oligarchs

can expect to be brought to justice. We'll get this peeps. F the filthy Russians that

attacked our democracy.

Apparently the Ambassador answers Twitter questions ... now I know.

Michael McFaul
@McFaul

I agree. Very strange. And frankly, not very pleasant. I felt like he 
was suggesting that I was involved in some kind of wrongdoing. 
That’s really insulting. (& he didn’t ask one question about the 
subject matter of the testimony, for which I worked hard to 
prepare)

Joan R. Buckley @jmrbux2
Replying to @McFaul @funder
What was Devin Nunes up to when he asked about people you might 
know? 
What a strange line of questioning.
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